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ANALYSIS OF A LARGE DATABASE OF GCL INTERNAL  
SHEAR STRENGTH RESULTS 

 
A total 414 direct shear tests were performed by a single laboratory over a 12 year period to identify 
and quantify the variables governing internal shear.  A wide range of GCL types were used in the 
study.  Several factors, including normal stresses, shear displacement rates, effects of 
reinforcements, and pore pressure generation were studied to determine sources of shear strength 
variability. 

 
The section Assessment of Shear Strength of GCLs Tested under the Same 
Conditioning Procedure clearly states (and Figure 5 clearly shows) that when tested under 
identical conditions that “… the needle punched GCL A (Bentomat ST) shows higher peak 
shear strength than the thermal locked GCL C for the full range of normal stresses ( 34.5 to 
310.3 kPa).  The thermal locked GCL C appears to have been detrimentally affected by the 
long hydration time (168 hours) under low hydration normal stress of 20.7kPa  Pull out of 
fibers may have occurred from the woven geotextile of GCL C (thermal locked) during both 
hydration and  shearing.  The fibers in GCL A (Bentomat ST) are typically left entangled on 
the surface of the nonwoven geotextile, so significant swelling or shear displacement is 
required for pullout of the fibers from the carrier geotextile” 
 

Unfortunately, Conclusion 1 incorrectly states that “Needle-punched GCLs without thermal locking 
were observed to have higher peak shear strength at low normal stresses than those with thermal 
locking, but the opposite trend was observed at high normal stresses.”  However, this conclusion was 
based on aggregate data from different manufacturers and under different conditions from the section 
Overall Internal Shear Strength Assessment.  Specifically, data set SS9 includes Bentomat data and 
data for GCL J, an Italian GCL.  Additionally, as noted in the footnote of Table 3, sets SS9 and SS10 
do not consider differing hydration/consolidation conditioning or shear displacement rates.  In a 
conversation with one of the authors, it was acknowledged that Conclusion 1 is not correct because of 
the difference in manufacturing between Bentomat and GCL J and the different test conditions 
between data sets SS9 and SS10.  This means that the non-thermal locked GCL (Bentomat) has a 
higher peak shear strength than the thermal locked GCL at both low and high normal stresses. 
































